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Some Alternatives for the Undergraduate_44eative
Writing Course

We all know the Problem. Though we may differ on its

specific qualities, the "workshop" poem-Or story is a creature

with which *we are all too familiar. Characterized' by a surface
proficiency without daring, content that-is innocuous if unoriginal,

f`

..

and a cultivated awareness of current literary fashions, it
is essentially flawless-'-and dull. It resists criticism the
way a new species of insect resists insecticides We can't
fault it, no matter how bad we may feel about it, because it
has evolved directly in response to the kinds of criticism
we raise in' our workshops. 'Indeed, the "workshop" piece,may
even be a good model for a sort of literary success: At a
recent reading I, heard a muchvraised young poet introduce

a group of poems with the comment that she had discovered

she had nothing to write about, and so started writing about
that. I'm afr id our workshops are turning out writers who
have nothing to say and say it continually.

Actually, not having a clear subject, or ideas about it'

is not necessarily as bad thing, at least for beginning writers.
On the undergraduate level such a condition may be not only
a fact of life for most of our students but also a desirable
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situation for us as. teachers, implying as it does th0 g

writer'.s openness to experience 'a'nd the possibility of learning.
S

The problem arises when we ask stuae is to polishsthat emptiness

(
into a personal voice or.stjle. *It may appear that we are'

encouraging self-expression by doing this- -and self-expression

seems a laudable goal--but we run the risk of substituting

the perfeAion of a surface for the more complex process of

genuine Self= discovery in creation. We produce not only

"Workshop" pieces but also "workshop" writers,6and we'give

students a false idea of ,both what writers do and why they

do it.

I'd like toprOpose an alternative to the.workstop,mdel

of teaching. One aspect of this afterhative 4AdR1 is qUite
A

:traditional, though often ignored; that isthe importan

of imitation: As Theodore Roethke put it, "ImitatiOn,lconscious

imitation, is one of the great methods, perhaps the method

of learning to write."1 Roethke had his own students imitate

poets' ranging from Ben Jonson to5Stanley Kunitz. The immediate

product was, of course, imitations; but the end result--as

seen later in the work of James Wright, Richard Hugoji and

others--has been some of the best verse of our, time. The,

second aspect of my model is perhaps abit moire radical,

I'd like to shift the focus of the undergraduate writing

course from the product Of writing, the finished poem or

story, to the process of writing. Actually, the workshop

model does indirectly give students a picture of the writing

process; that is, that a wrier develop a rough draft of
.

4.
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apiece over a specified length of time, discusses ways to -

improve it with colleagues, makes corrections, and calls it
.

Ifinished. But,*as we all know, writers don't work iii workshops.
. .

.Compositibnal methods are infinitely. ore varied\ and complex '
. s

than this; and a writing class should, give students the- opportunity
to experimeht with as many different Approaches as ,possible.

Both of these suggestions--the emphasis on imitation and-the

focus on the process of writing more than its pro,k.

grourided on the assumption that the primary, goal

t=-are

the undergraduate

,writing class is not tithe prodUct4.on of finished poems and storiesp

that goal leads' to "workshop" pieces. Rather, the aim of the

model,I am proposing is to prepare students to become-writers.

The actual work produced is of less importance than the experiences

the students have underg6ne' in .producing it. It may be exciting

for both teacher and student to see a well crafted "workshop"

piece.appear in a litelarymagazine, but I think we serve undergraduates
better by laying the .foundations for later work that can go beyondir

the limitations of the Workshop,

What would such an alternative writing course look like ?'
)

For one thing, . it would involve considerably more reading

than a typical workshop class. Some years ago I worked with

the poet Thom Gunn as an assistant in a large bqginning creative

writing course., In reponse to one'student's questions about

the amount and breadth of reading assigned, Gunn .replied,

"Writing mimes from writing." His commentreflegts the one

common denominator that comes up when writers are asked to \

describe how they learned to wpites 'that they started by.
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reading-- sometimes enviously, sometimes angrily, bUt always

voraciously. Students, of course, read in literature classes,

but the aim in the writing course is to get them to read the

way writers do, with not only a critical understanding bUt j

an awareness of the "performance" of the writing, if you 411

the problems involved in the exacution.of .the.piece and_the

writer's different strategies for success. If this makes

writing sound like something of a sports event, the metaphor

is not entirely inappropriate. A writer has to learn his

vies, "" and the.verbal shadowshadow,.boxingv ,,of a 114mingway or a

ler, for all-its macho posing, reflects a necessary engagement

ith writers past. \

Thee. are different techniques to get students reading

,this way. Roethke, for instance, had his young poets compile

a peisonal anthology of verse gleaned from their independent

reading over the term; including not only their favorite poems

but comments on what specific aspects the students found most-

useful fo
s.

heir develqpment. 2
Imitation is an obvious method

for encour ging students to engage their reading. I've had

success with asking beginning poets to imitate the sudden

shifts of tone and rhetoric in a-John Ashbery piece. The

poems produced, of course, are often horrible and always

incoherent, but it's clear from the students' non-imitative

work that they now have a new : "move" A their command--call it
I

the "Ashbery shuffle"--and, more importan ly, a new awareness

of the role.of tone and rhbtopic in their.. wn work. This

awareness could be develqed in a workshop setting through

5



careful discussion of a.. student's own work, ,but I suspect

that the imitative assignment does it more quAlCkly. Because
,--.the poljprdduced is clearly an imitgion of a style and

sensibility foreign to their own, stuctehts' feelings are

not deeply, inVoledrin the work; the defensifveness

ofien encounters in raising sensitive issues like emotio

tone or obscurity in a class member's poem is not present.

Imitation forces%Ple s -'ent outside hitself, geeing him,

a teacher

in effect, fro

free of the d

the respohsibility of being

to, be("Lmself," lie can discover an

care. Once

.expeiiment

with t s he would not otherWise have encountered.. Thee,

in tur 'might later beincorporated-into a

own sty lewriting cones from writing..

new sense of his

Thom, Gunn's use o± the word "Writing" refers,
.

course; to that which is written, the words on the p

\I'd like to go a bit further with the idea of writi g oming

,from writing and suggest that students need to exami

imitate not only finished works but the writing.ttlat went

into them; that is, the generation, arrangement, and revision
2 MIP

the material that makes up story or poem. Too loften, I

think, we assume t t bec

'work, bad as it may be,

the process of writing. We

they/4 turned out. Doing t

the one method of writing h

-t others.1-eparallel tec

would be to spend a term p

beginning writers can produce

know all they need to know about

hen concentrate on improving what

is, weconAtrm the student in

lows instead of exposing him

ique--say, in a cooking class--

fecting a student's ability to
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.,,crack, mix and fry eggs because the first project he happened rs.../

to submit was scrambled eggs. Our master scrambler may never

discover. that there are other ways., to cook eggs, let alone P"

'other things#to cook._ He mayeven..find himself with chef's

block,: induced most.likely by the'half-conscious realization

tpa-t his entire oeuvre is just oeufs.

The pun is mine but the metaphor la not. It comes from

Peter kbow's Writing Without Teachers, a book which, 'though

not specifically aboUt the composition of poetry and fiction,.

has a great deal to 'say about the importance of concentration

on the procesg'of writing as distinguished from its produOt.)

two central metaphorp of booking--developing interactions
. between different-kinds of materialand growing--finding newc.

cpnnection. s'and directioris-in the wotds on the pageprovide_

an illuminating model of what actually happens when we write.3'

For clarify, I'd like to divide the writing process into three

stages the generation of material, its selection and arrangement
into a draft, and the revision of the draft into a finished text.

"Th'ese stiges, of course; vary from writer to writer, but they

do provide a useful way of thinking about.thd writing process
and organizing 1p. coure around it. Elbow's work is especially

helpful on the beginning of the writing process, the actual.7

generation of,words on paper. This first stage, the ten-per cent
inspiration 'hat'precedes all that 7tweat, may seem to those
of us who write regularly like the easiest, most enjoyable

part of the activity. But for undergraduates, many of whom
have only recently

escaped,from.freshman English, it is often'

7
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the hardeSt. AS ElbOw notes, students in composition courses

are more Often than not given a modelwhiCh precludes much

creative thinkingt the o d think-then-write approach in which,'

the itet's meaning is fist supposed to be clarified in his

head or Preferably inAiin tline and then the proper words to

express that meaning are found. This i of course, the reverse

of the process as most writers describe it; it denies the vital

.element of discovery through writing. As Richard Hugo put it,

would far rather mean what I say than say what I mean. "4

Traditional literature clapses,'I'm afraial%are also.not much

help to' the young poet or fiction writer because they invariably

leave the impression that Joyce or Melvil.Le?figured out what he

was "trying to say" and then covered it over with style, symbolism,
'1%4-

and other kinds of literary wrapping paper for the astute class

to undo. It's no wonder that creative writing studentS' first

submissions are often chLracterized by an abstract sense of

moral'or "deep inner truth" with clichis huddled around. it

for support. They are just following Brooks and Warren, trying

to say what, they mean rather than mean what they say.

A good workshop can teach.students to replace the cliche's

with more original images and define the abstraction more

specifically, but it would be far more useful, I think, to

have them experience the way real writing really starts. The

variety here is endless. Take the writer's notebook, for

example. It can be largely fragmented and-free-form, geared
A

toward exploration 'of the unconscious, like those of Roethke,

or it can be more systematic, with daily entries involving
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a particular scene or idea, like tho6e of William Stafford.5

Each approach could be imitated for a few weeks and the results

compared. Or consider the actual physical practiCe of writing,

the time and place. It' may be difficult to get students to

write each morning before dawn the way,Stafford and Philip

Levine doh- -I certainly couldn't work this way--but the more

ways of generating4rdaterial they undertake the freer they

will become in their own invention and the more likelythey

will be to discover something useful. More specific imitative

assigntents can be derived from the practice of,particular*

writers. Students, for example, could be asked to build a

poem from a prose paragraph in the Yeatsian'manner ors develop

a narrative from questions abdut a figure in a room, as Joan

Didion did in starting A Z)ok of Common Prayer. 7, They could

experiment with the mechanics of writing, using a typewriter

instead of a pen or writing with a blindfold and earplugs on,

a method David Wagoner has employed. 8
Obviously not all of

these ways of getting started will be suitable for every student.

But, as in the imitation of published texts, the artificiality--

in some cases the very oddity--of the processes they imitate
.

has a liberating effect. The goal is hot great writing but

varied experience, and the rationale for this kind of imitation

is that this is the way writers actually start working, as

distinguished from what the textbooks say.

Similar imitative exercises can involve students in the

later stages of the writing process. After aterial hasr'been

generated, it has to be'selected and a'rraixe . This second
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stage of writing is, again, gengrally left out of the workshop;

the assumption is that students already ihow how to select

their best work for discussion in class. In actuality, they

may be choosing not, their best work but rather the pieces.

most finished or easiest to discuss, neglecting the odd line

or scene in: their notebooks which, though rough, has the most

potential. It was this kind of fragment, "the single phrase

of real poetry,"9 that Roethke focussed on in his teaching,

to the extent that young poets like Tess Gallagher fOund themselves

at the end of his class with a collection of good lines and

,images but few wholly satisfactory poems. As Gallagher notes,

the self-eXspticiSm involved here, based as it is on an awareness

o4 what "real poetry" should be, is much more valuable for

a young writer than the gratification produced by vague praise

for completed works.10 Exercises can improve not only students'

critical judgment of their own writing but also their sense

of its potential. Assignments in both selection--finding

the three most interesting potential stories in a mass of

notebook materialand arrangementconstructing a draft

entirely from disconnected fragments or from two seemingly

opposite passages--along.with discussion of writers' journals

and their relation to their work,, can begin to reveal the

possibilities, giving students different kinds of "sieves"

with which to sift their material. If they are able to examine

and as much as possible imitate. some of the writers' vastly

different approaches to this stage of the writing process- -

Mary McCarthy's construction of a novel from independontly

10
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written stories, for'examplee\or Louis Simpson's development

of several different poems from one set of notes11--they
7

'can'learn to find and arrange not necessarily the best material

for-discussion.but the most promising work for an eventual,

story or poem.

It is at the final stage of composition, the revision

of 'drafts, that the workshop has itS most value. But here

too,a great potential for variety is often overlooked. The

standard workshop approach is to break the poem or story

into sections, identify the problems--a faulty characterization

here, a clicheed image there, too much irrelevant description

e in the middle--and send the student back to work :on the different

parts. Some writers do work this way. but there are other

methods which may lead students to considerably different

results. Louise GlUck, for example, makes no corrections

on a draft sheet but instead continually types and retypes
.

-tSe poem on which she is working, without, looking at the

earlier versions. 12
This is "re-vision" in its most literal

sense; imitation of GlUck's rewriting method would lead a

student to see his poem more as a whole which can be rethought-

than as a patchwork of good and bad sections. Another way

of revising is to polish the parts before even constructing

the whole; William Styron reports a need to perfect each

paragraph before he goes on to the next, and Anthony Burgess

speaks of writing novels one completed page at a time, with

little or no revision of the .book as a whole.13 Each of

these methods-74nd there are, of course, many others--results

(



indifferent kinds of work and,

student, a. different sense
.

,

comes into being.

moreImpOrt.li.4'or

orf-how a piece of-fiction

the Writing

or ptiet6

The moderI^I am proposing is, to Some degree, utopian.

There are constraints that would limit our abintyto involve

istudents in the different phases and variations of the writing

process; time, of courser the relative dearth.of texts that

describe what writers actually do, though collections like

21-C6ntemporary Poets: The Creative Process and3The Paris

: Review's Writers at Work interview Series are a at help

41/1here; the ridiculous requirement of 'grading.; and p haps at .y

'2 the beginning of a term, students'. possiblunwilAngness
1051

to surrender Some measure of what they see'as "self-expreSsion"-
.

for.imitatia; In my oWn classet,"I try to compromise on`

the last two points, requiring but not grading a great deal

of imitative.work and spending most of the claSt.time on this,

'while basing the student's grade primarily on work.of his own

choice. This is not to suggest that students' own work and -

their imitative assignments are in opposition; doing'exercisesa

I believe, can actually deepen self-discovery. In'an essay,'

on his own development as a poet Seamus Heaney'describes

the connection betWeen such practice and Atka rdal thing?'.
this way;

aarpingtheerft is learning to turn the windlass

at the well of poetry. Usually you begin by dropping.

12

1

it 2
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;

the bucket halufwair down ;the shaft an4 winding-
-a taking of air. You, are miming the areal thing

- until one clay' the chatn de-ws unexpectedly tight
and you, have dipped into waters, that will;; continue`
to entice you babk. You'll have broken the skin
on pool- of.toar-self.

Interestingly enbtigh, many 4of!`my Students find- at the end .

of term that.'their b,eE3t :work', °the writing most distinctively
their own, -is that in response- to the assignments ,rather,_
than that written independently. This reflects, I think,

a 1

the liberating potential .n assignments that lead the studint
to 'do somlthing eeSentially atttiticial and even foreign to-
his initial sense of id.entity,:'as e writer. As Richard Hugo
puts it, the student who has "rost hivsel:f" in the problema
of an exercise is "fOee to sai:.what he never. expectecr
always wanted .to say . "154

The workshop is undoubtedly the easiest and most obvious
way to ,teabh creative writing. 'It utilizes our critical skills
at spotting and cbrrecting problems in poets and stories;
it gives us well polished work 'in which to %take a kind of
teacherly pride; and it flatters our students. At its best- . ' . ". .

however, the workshop produces.superficially proficient but
empty work, and at its Worst- it :gives young writers a narrow
and distorted idea of what writing actually is. perhaps,
as Peter. Elbow -suggests, writing cannot be taught but -only
les.rned..16 Given the constraints of'.academic reality, no



: class can lead students ito 9xperi.ence 'the writing Process
exactly as writers 'do. iut I think we,owe,.;it:- to our studOnts--

would suggest, ..to the -craft Itsif---to aPproxa.ipate r

that...experience is best we can.

ti
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,Exercises in the Process' of, Writing ,

Once we change our. focus from the perfection of students'

drafts-to the develop ent of potdntial writers, the writing

exercieebecomes .central. to teaching The suggestions that

follow-are-based-on-my reseatdh, my own teaching, and the

experienqe of collea-gUes.17. Centered onthe ,144tation of,

different:iosits of the writing procesSrthese exercises are

interyied;not,as precepts or-keys to sure. -ref success but as

possible starting points from which teadherS can devise their
.

own assignments.' The overall goals as I seep-them include--

students' exposure to a broad variety of ways ofwriting,

.ovelopment of students' sense of the problems and,possibilities

of the craftt'and`greatet flexibility and less self-consciousness
.

in their own Writing methods. Exercises work best when they

are %rested. as exercises. As 7 havementioned, the arAitrary

quality: of some assignMents can trigger oreativity., Grading

exercises, I thi has the opposite effect, as it diScourages

students from tak g the kinds of risks that might I:bad to
t .

.-'-exciting work r clarity, :I have r searranged the suggestions
.-.! ; , :0 '

around the three. Stages of, the writing process I .noted earlier.:
:.-

,

. .

genOatiOn, selection:and arrangemente and revision.' Many

of-Vie- exercises overlap these categories and coad:be easily

modifiid to .apply to different stages., of writing or to various

levelSJof. student 'ability:
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. _Generation

GoAls: To decrease students' initial anxi
.

es about writing,

to help them become more imaginative and-flexible when.

they begin to write, and to give them a sense of potential.

General Techniquess___Flnd_out_what_ther-normally=ao-in-writing-and

have them change. Provide structures with

Specific tasks to keep them` from worrying

about what they're going to se.y.

Exercise's:

. ,

A. Have students experiment with time, place trid manner of
.1) S

writing for perkods of two to three.weeks.
Y. A

.61:Students'who normally write at night shotila be required

to write only in the daytime.

2. Those who write longhane'shduld type.

3. Students` should be asked to write in a variety of placesc

outdoors, in cafes, in mbVing vehicles, etc.

4. Ask for a brief description of studentstwriting methods..
Then redistribute these descriptions and ask students

to follow each others' methods.
.

B. Ask students to -imitate different'notebbok procedures

for a few weeks each.

1. Stipulate different kinds of entrids: interesting lines,

fragments one-paragraph descriptions , iMaginary dialogues, .

brief narratives. The notebdok shbuld be useedifferently

from-the, way the -student normally- use it..
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2. liave t \em exioritent with..the frequency an 'amount,

of writing'in their notebooks:

a. Ask students to write' a.-the same time das,

b.. Ask:students to write-tnly in .ten-minute periods,

working q__'ckly_and_putting-dawn,anytfiinghthat=comes"
. 18

c.-Require a ce taro number ofpageS to be.covpleted
:).

'each week, re dleg's 61 when 'they are written. 4

C. Provide-istarting pOint from which Students comblete
.

different wccts.
.1

1. Have them build a poem or story from,one word or a 014
2. Ask them to write a poe based on a prose paragraph.

3. Give them two apparently d images or events

and have.them construct a stoPy or poem based on the

-juxtapositiion between the two.

k. Have them,build a story around the-implicatiOns of a.

particular. visual scene you have provided: a' photograph,

a painting, or .a brief description. An alternate assignment

would be to develop not a story but alist of significant

questions about the scene.

D. Ptovidestructures and "games" for stualnts-tb'complete.

1. disk students in clasi to write down a list o whatever

words come to mind in three minutes gfving them one

word with which to get started. Then have them Write

/p6emin' which each word on their lists is ilse,a in

17.

4.
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order, with other words added in between but ,.no alteration
or omisaiion from the ?.ist.

2. Have students transfoirin a brief narrative of apersonal.
experience by g series of metamorphoses, altering

O

firdt-the-perce-iver-from-the-studet-to another person,
then -the narrative perspective from first to third

'perSon, then the setting, thenthe ages of /the characterp, e c.19
3. Have students. Write a poem in a particular form. To

iavoid doggerel., require half-rhyme and fo'rias like. syllabic
meter and the estina.*

,

E. Ask students to, do straightforward a-ssignments with key
elements altered or missing.
1. 1 description with no adjectives20 'or from the perspeciive-

of,o: blind man.

A efanalyi ith/out using zpesonal: prOnourks.,

..A narration of an.emotfonallY charged ..scene which does

not name 'the emotion.

/

II.. Selection and Arrangement

-Goals:* To sharpen students' judgmen* t of their Own and,, otheis' unfinished
. .

work and to, help them .see. new DOSsibilities in what they'Ve
already written.

General Techniques: Ask them to -make different selections: and

a

arrangements. of previously written material,
articulating which is best and why."



A. Have students Ohoose different kinds of entries frordtheir

own and others' noteboOks, clarifying the reasons 'foil their

decisions.

)1. Aak-students-to choose fhb-three most promising passages

and define what makes them intriguing.

Have them pick the three best beginnings for a story
n.

or poem aid speculate on what might follow.'

.3. Have student's choose the thre best'cutc,lusions and

(discuss what kinds of work they might. conclude.

4. Ask students to Select the three
.most confusing passages

-,and describe how and; why they,are.confused.
. .

B. Have students experiment with, the arrangement of selected

notebook passages..

1. Have them select passages for the
4
---

beginning,' middle,

climax, and ending scenes 'of;a_ story and .justify their
,:

....chOiOes.:!Yln ask them to alter-the order of the chosen

scenes-a11C4iscligs h6w the.4thange affects the potential

stoOt ,Alfernate.yersionwof this assignment: could

involve the--teacher or other students making the ch

that theestUdent must discu8s.

es

2. Ask them to complete.a series Of stanzas from lines

. selected from the notebooks.and arrange' the stanzas

into 'a poem.. Then have ,them alter the order. of stanzas

and discuss what this doestoothe poem. As with the

fiction assignient above, the teacher or other students

could also make the changes,.
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3. Have them. experiment.'with :the orderµ of sentences, v4thia4,4

'a paragraphv'chosen edm their notebooks, developing as.

many different versions aS possible 'and explaining the
I. 'II

: ,
changes.

..
C. ,Ask them to write new versions of scenes id poems in

their notebooks--not necessarily better drafts but parallel

versionS,--and discUss toe relation between these and the

Originals determining the strengths and weaknesses of

'each*yersion.

';

1. Have students experiment with different narrative

perspectives, making parallel versions of the same

scene in first person, third perSOn limited, third 3r

person omniscient, etc.

2. 'Ask them to rewrite a poem or. stone in a/different tense.
.

3. Havel students wri,te,Attt a poem as prose. and then prepare

several alternate patterns of lineation for it.

-

4. Have them change dialogue to narrative summary.

.5. Have them rewrite one particular sentence as many different
. . .

ways as possible..4

ILI. Revision

Goals: Not so much to .correct specific problems in drafts as

to help- students become aware 9f the vax3.etY of strategies

fortiethinking and developing their WOrk...
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General Techniques: Yocus- on the process.of revision more than

orsthe quality of -final draft's; A' poem',or" 1-

. .

story, should,be. seen as a developing entity,

with students exainiiiing ihe, wayb it can
evolve in the process of revision.

hercises These are based on the imitation of three

approaches to revision.

basic'

A. The ',"fix-it" approach in which the writer completes a draft
, ,

and then corrects partioular problems often on tiv draft

sheet itself.

1. Ask studen to identify fault and suggait changes in

anonymou stories and ppems from lit:er-AY maga.zines.21

ifalie 'students consider two drafts of the same poem or

story by a- professional writer, discAssing why the writer ."

changed itIthe way he did.

/lave students work -with anonrious .drafts of each others'

'storied or poems, defining 'and correcting the problems:

An alternate approach '$yould be to have ,one student note
. .

ihe problems on, the draft fthicl a:nother: do the. reVisions,.

working -independently and anonymously. ' Aevised
drtifts :should:then be returned to their authors.

The. mrevIli.se7as:: -you7write7 approach, im which..the.Writer

Makes Certain each unit of. his work has been perfected

before,he moves on to the next, making few changebonce

a complete` draft' hab-been'written.
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Divide students into small groups, each focussed on one
, - 'part of story or poem, to by written: openinestanza,_

climax, conclusion, .0Y,er several weeks,. folk:ming,
the,Orde'r of partthtiask each group to_completeand_per4ect
its :unit aria paths it on to the next group. Students,,

should work only on their own part and only the
earlier parts have been fini.shed.. When the whole piece
is done, discuss the laifferent challenges each group
faced and the strengtkis and weaknesses of tie final
product.

2. Ask students to compo e a story or poem by writing' one
paragraph or stanza p class meeting, completing only
one unit at a time and not changing a word after its ,

completioh. W4en the Works are finished, discuss what

haiipened over the courap of w-ritink and ask students
'to 'identify any new..r4vigsiOnp,now necessary in the pieces.

Vlerhave,written,
6

. The "rethinlring" approach, in which the writer-revises
by taking a series of complete drafts, with few thanges
on. the. dra,ft sheets.

1. Give s-tudentls ,theverar cOmplete dra.fts of the same anonynioui
story or poem, asking them to determine the ,order of,
drafts and cite eyidence for their conclusio'ni.

2., Have students rewrite ..the same poem or brief story once
,a. week- for .several weekth. Collect the cfrafts each week,
so students ,cannot see what they have done previously. After
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four or five 'drafts, have students examine the changes
in the, piece, deterTining at what stages si ficant

developmehts occurr?d 'and why.
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